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Indian Navy’s 

Charted Course

Barring the serious setbacks in submarine build-up plan with severe implications on its

dwindling force level, the Indian navy’s acquisition and modernisation plans are well on

track, despite some prestigious projects missing the delivery milestones

PhotograPh: Indian Navy
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T
he IndIan navy’s MarITIMe

Military strategy has adopted a

generic capability building

approach, which is founded on

the premise: “The Indian navy

is today a potent and capable force which

is highly regarded for its professional 

competence. The planned induction of

advanced platforms and technology, and

creation of modern infrastructure, prom-

ises to boost the capabilities of the service

even further in the near future.” Indian

navy’s Maritime Military doctrine there-

fore propounds the basic philosophy to

develop capabilities that would enable it to

influence events ashore and to undertake

‘military manoeuvre from the sea’. The

navy’s Maritime Capability Perspective

Plan (MCPP) was drawn out for force devel-

opment and modernisation, spanning over

next three plan periods, 2005-2022, and

aims to equip the Indian navy with the

capability to meet contemporary and

future challenges. 

Surface Fleet
Aircraft Carrier Programme: Indian

navy’s sole carrier viraat is kept opera-

tional through periodic cycles of extensive

refits to provide life extension. The latest

extensive refit included refurbishment,

strengthening of the hull wherever neces-

sary, major overhaul of its propulsion sys-

tem, comprising twin steam turbines,

re-tubing of her boilers, etc.

The acquisition of extensively refitted

and modernised former russian ICBM car-

rier admiral Gorshkov, now rechristened

as vikramaditya, at a final cost of $2.35 bil-

lion, has reached the final phase with com-

mencement of its sea trials. The crew to

man vikramaditya is expected to reach

severodvinsk in april for operational train-

ing and acceptance trials. according to the

defence Minister a.K. antony, vikrama-

ditya is expected to be inducted into the

Indian navy by the first quarter of 2013

post sea acceptance trials. 

Indigenous construction of prestigious

37,500 tonnes indigenous aircraft carrier

(IaC) is reportedly on track with the likely

commissioning of the ship by 2014. The

IaC would embark an air Wing with a mix

of up to 30 aircraft consisting of MiG-29Ks

and the indigenous LCa (navy) Tejas, as

also rotary wing assets to include Ka 31

aeW helicopters. Fixed wing aircraft oper-

ations would be based on short take-off

but arrested recovery (sTOBar). The car-

rier will be powered by four haL-built Gen-

eral electric LM 2500 gas turbines driving

two shafts that would give the ship a top

speed of over 28 knots.

Follow-on programme of two addi-

tional IaC of 45,000 tonnes has the

approval of the government. yard nomina-

tion for this project, however, seems to be
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in doldrums as the Cochin shipyard Ltd has

limited space and infrastructure to under-

take construction of aircraft carriers of

higher tonnage and overall dimensions.

Thorny issue, however, is the finalisation of

design for IaC II and III. 

In January this year, LCa (navy) Tejas,

has missed another window for its first

flight. reportedly this has attracted first

explicit criticism from Indian navy. appar-

ently, the aeronautical development

agency (ada) having accorded priority to

the air Force variant of the Tejas, its naval

variant has fallen way behind the schedule

projected by the Indian navy for induction.

after the first prototype was ceremonially

rolled out in July 2010, the aircraft has suf-

fered weight issues and problems with its

landing and certain control laws, including

sink rate parameters. There are serious mis-

givings that the indigenous LCa navy Mk.1

may never actually land on an aircraft car-

rier, as reportedly the aircraft is too under-

powered for safe carrier operations.

Therefore, India’s first home-built carrier-

borne fighter jet may actually be the LCa

navy Mk.2, powered by a Ge F414 turbofan,

which meets the thrust requirements pre-

scribed by the Indian navy.

after losing out to Ge in the race to

power the LCa Tejas Mk.2, there are specu-

lations rife that the eurojet’s concept naval

Typhoon, may be in contention as a fighter

for the Indian navy’s future IaC. however,

there are indications that IaC II and III

designs are likely to incorporate catapult

mechanisms to launch aircraft, while the

naval Typhoon is conceptualised as a ski-

jump launched fighter. In this eventuality,

dassault offers much brighter prospects if

rafael M with shorter version of the catapult

system, 75m, Usn Type C 13-3, steam cata-

pult is offered. Induction of rafale into the

Indian air Force (IaF) under the medium

multi-role combat aircraft (MMrCa) pro-

gramme should provide naval ship designers

food for thought, as they grapple with

design finalisation for future carriers.

Project 17: The first two ships of the

Project 17 stealth frigates built by Mazagon

dock Limited (MdL) have been commis-

sioned with the last ship sahyadri sched-

uled to join the fleet by end 2012. The

ship’s stealth capability is provided through

the incorporation of systems to minimise

its signatures. These include an infrared

suppression system (Irss) provided by

Canada’s davis engineering; acoustic and

vibration signatures would be suppressed

by use of noise and vibration-proof mounts

and the design caters for reduced radar

cross section. These ships are capable of

carrying two advanced multi-role helicop-

ters. These new stealthy powerful plat-

forms will add significant punch to the

navy’s sword arm.

Projects 15A & 15B: The three follow-

on delhi class destroyers form Project 15a

and are designated as the Kolkata class,

with second and third ships to be named as

Kochi and Bangalore. These ships are con-

siderably different from their predecessors

with the incorporation of stealth features

and advanced technology. The major

changes will include the fitment of up to 16

vertically launched BrahMos missiles and

the new long-range Barak nG, Lr-saM being

jointly developed by the defence research

and development Organisation (drdO)

with Israel’s IaI, as also new sensors. addi-

tional four ships of the same class to be

designated as Project 15B have been

approved to be built by MdL and the Gar-

den reach shipbuilders and engineers

(Grse). although the design is the same

these are likely to have enhanced weapons

and systems such as BrahMos II and the

This issue of SP’s Naval Forces coincides with the

Defexpo 2012 wherein SP Guide Publications is

the sole official media partner, second time in a

row. Defexpo 2012 is devoted to the exhibition of

land, naval and internal security systems. The

leading article explores the chartered course the

Indian Navy is taking in achieving regional blue

water capability. The author concludes that apart

from alarming setbacks in building the subsurface

capability and its already dwindling force levels,

the surface and air modernisation plans up to

2022 are well on track. The Navy has steered their

modernisation plans with better vision and effi-

ciency as compared to the other services and

should be proud of their record. 

The article “Trends in Naval Armament”

gives an exposure on how modern technology

is enabling naval weapon systems to become

more accurate and lethal. Then there are articles

on naval gun systems and air cushion vessels

(ACVs) as the Navy is planning to acquire them

and accordingly a request for information (RFI)

has been issued for both. The five-inch or above

gun required by the Navy should be suitable for

fitment onboard ships of 6,000 tonnes displace-

ment and optimised for long-range surface

engagement of vessels and shore bombard-

ment. The ACVs are required for independent

patrolling and surveillance mission off remotely

located islands; search and rescue missions;

and limited capability for humanitarian aid and

disaster relief missions. 

This will be the first time a Japanese com-

pany will be participating in the Defexpo series

of exhibitions in India. Althoigh it is a ‘first’ but

ShinMaya industries is about 90 years old and

had manufactured kawavishi Type I amphibious

aircraft. indian Navy is planning to acquire sea

planes specially for its island territories for car-

rying of men and material from island to island.

ShinMaya is offering US-2. Thus an interview

with the comoany is included.

The much awaited Budget 2012 was

announced in the Parliament on March 16,

defence aspects of which are included with brief

analysis. The Navy has been allocated additional

funds for its modernisation plans. The seventh

edition of Annual Maritime Conference of the

National Maritime Foundation was held on Feb-

ruary 27-28 and was inaugurated by the Defence

Minister A.K. Antony; accordingly a write-up is

included. Then there is the usual News Digest to

keep you abreast of what is happening in the

maritime world. Happy reading and do come and

meet us at Hall 14, Booth 14.26 Pragati

Maidan, new Delhi at Defexpo 2012.

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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extended range Barak (er-saM). 

Stealth Frigates: The construction of

three follow-on Talwar class GM stealth

frigates from russia is under way with

delivery of first ship in 2013 and the other

two within the next 12 months. These are

to be named as Tej (sword), Tarkash

(Quiver) and Trikand (Tri-Pronged). The

major change in the new series of stealth

frigates is replacement of the Klub missiles

with the BrahMos system.

Stealth ASW Corvettes: Four new

stealth asW platforms under Project 28,

based on the Kora Class corvette design are

being built by Grse, Kolkata, and are now

expected to join the fleet by the middle of

2012 onwards. at 2,500 tonnes and

designed for a minimised signature profile

to provide stealth capability, these ships

would considerably augment the navy’s

asW capability. 

Amphibious Capability: With the induc-

tion of the landing platform dock (LPd)

Jalashwa, the Indian navy has considerably

augmented its amphibious capability.

Together with the five landing ship tanks

(large), a sealift capability for over 3,500

troops and a squadron of armour now

exists. To augment its amphibious lift capa-

bility, Indian navy has planned to build

larger amphibious ships of the LPd variety.

This project may be pursued through exter-

nal design collaboration on the model for

the IaC Project. discussions are said to be

on with various prospective shipbuilders

for selection of suitable design require-

ments. rFP for air cushion vehicles for

transfer of troops ashore has reportedly

been issued by the government.

Submarine Fleet
Conventional: as a part of the Indian navy’s

30-year submarine building plan which was

approved in 1999, 30 platforms are to be

indigenously built. Under Project 75 (P-75),

six new scorpene class, currently under con-

struction at the MdL in collaboration with

the French dCns are three years astern of

the original delivery schedule of 2012-17. as

per the revised timelines, the first boat will

be delivered in august 2015 and the last in

september 2018. The silver lining however

is the fifth and sixth submarines of P-75,

which would be the air independent propul-

sion (aIP) compliant. Considering the fast

depleting force levels compounded by

delays in P-75, unconfirmed reports suggest

that Indian navy may go for additional three

scorpene submarines. although this pro-

posal makes great economic sense, a final

decision may not be forthcoming soon, as it

may be in conflict with creation of second

submarine construction line. Two years ago,

the government had approved Project 75

India (P-75I) for construction of six new-gen-

eration submarines with aIP technology for

greater underwater endurance and land-

attack missile capabilities in collaboration

with a foreign shipyard. as per the originally

government approved plans, the first two

submarines were to be imported along with

transfer of technology (TOT) for indigenous

construction of the remaining four sub-

marines at a selected shipyard. This plan,

however, did not get off the ground as the

critics vehemently cited original government

approved plans for indigenous construction

under TOT arrangements for all of 24 sub-

marines. after avoidable delays of more

than two years, the defence acquisition

Council (daC) has recently given a fresh go-

ahead to the Indian navy’s original pro-

posal to directly import two of the six

diesel-electric stealth submarines from the

foreign collaborator eventually selected for

P-75I. The remaining four boats are to be

built at MdL and the hindustan shipyard

Ltd, visakhapatnam, under TOT agreement.

The recent daC decision is being viewed to

keep the private sector shipyards out of

contention for indigenous submarine build-

ing programme. The recent daC decision

would entail a fresh approval of Cabinet
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It is a matter of national pride

that Indian Navy has showed

the way how best the

advanced platforms and 

technologies from diverse

sources could be absorbed

and optimally exploited to

augment further its opera-

tional capabilities in pur-

suance of its primary role
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I
ndIa’s FInanCe MInIsTer PranaB

Mukherjee stated in para 121 under

the head of security, in the budget for

2012-13, that a provision of `1,93,407

crore (about $39 billion) has been

made for defence services which include

`79,579 crore for capital expenditure. as

always, this allocation is based on present

needs and any further requirement would

be met.” except for the figures, the state-

ment is generally the same year after year

with emphasis that “any further require-

ment would be met.” 

a very laudable commitment but there

has been no year in the recent past when

additional requirement has been asked for.

In fact funds have been normally surren-

dered including for the current year in

which four per cent amounting to `3,055

crore of the capital budget. These details

can be examined later but first let us look

at some facts. Last year the allocation was

`1,64,415 crore ($36 billion), thus this year,

the allocation is up by 17.6 per cent but it

still remains less than two per cent of the

GdP at 1.9 per cent but up from last year

when it was 1.83 per cent. From the revised

estimates of 2011-12, it is an increase of

13.14 per cent. The capital expenditure for

the same period has been raised to `79,579

crore ($17.5 billion) from `69,199 crore a

year ago. But as compared to the revised

estimates of `66,143.81 crore in 2011-12, it

is an increase of about 14 per cent. 

Revenue account 
see Table.

capital Account
The capital budget is pegged at `79,578.63

crore which is 41 per cent of the total

defence outlay. The detailed allocation is as

follows:

Army: army has got the lowest at

`18,828 crore as compared to last year when

it had received `19,163.07 crore. army’s

modernisation involves three key areas of

which first one is the artillery in which 155

calibre guns towed, lightweight and self-pro-

pelled are required since long, but the con-

tract has not fructified due to some reason

or the other. army’s urgent wish list is

acquiring 145 M-777 ultra-light howitzers

from Us for about $647 million. The other

area which has become obsolete across the

board is army air defence where all its sys-

tems from guns to missiles are obsolete and

need instant replacement. The third key area

is army aviation which needs to replace its

300 helicopters on priority. Trials have been

held about a year back and some deft man-

agement is required to take the deal to its

logical conclusion. There is an urgent

requirement to import 197 light utility heli-

copters for about $750 million. On the oper-

ational side, the raising of divisions on the

eastern Chinese border appears to be on

hold due to lack of funds. 

Indian Air Force (IAF): The IaF has got

the highest allocation of `29,853 crore as

compared to `30,223.83 crore last year. The

most prominent contract which has made

international headlines is the rafale multi-

role fighter aircraft which is a $20 billion

deal. The other urgent requirement of the

air Force is 75 swiss Pilatus PC-7 trainer air-

craft which is about `3,000 crore (about

$0.6 billion).

Defence Research and Development

Organisation (DRDO): The drdO has been

allocated `4,640 crore as compared to last

year’s `4,628.3 crore which is a marginal

increase.

Navy: The navy has got `23,865 crore

as compared to last year’s `14,657.83

crore which includes the shipyards. allo-

cation of shipyards has almost doubled

from `508 crore last year to `1,039 this

year, probably keeping the hindustan ship-

yard in mind. Modernisation of the navy is

progressing well. at present there are

about 49 ships under various stages of

construction at the defence shipyards, 45

out of which are being built in Indian ship-

yards. Major schemes like scorpene sub-

marine, indigenous aircraft carrier project,

Project 17 stealth frigates and nuclear

powered submarine, are all under con-

struction. Payments where applicable will

go from this year’s capital allocation. Boe-

ing’s multi-mission maritime aircraft P-8I

is progressing well. The construction of

three follow-on Talwar class frigates from

russia is under way with delivery of first

ship in 2012 and the other two within the

next 12 months. The leased nuclear pow-

ered submarine is likely to reach India by

the first week of april this year. Ins vikra-

maditya (ex admiral Gorshkov) is also

likely to steam onto the Indian shores by

the end of this year in spite of unprece-

dented cost escalation and time delay.

Other likely contacts are for the multi-role

maritime helicopter which will be a dollar

billion plus deal and additional unmanned

aerial vehicles (Uavs) as well.

Procurement Blues
The first aspect is the quantum of alloca-

tion linked with the GdP. Considering the

other pressures, the magic figure of three

per cent may not be achievable, but around

two per cent plus would be adequate to tide

over the immediate and long-term require-

ment, provided all the allotted funds are

well spent. The other impediment is the

slow pace of modernisation compared to

other countries in the region. The decision-

makers both from the defence forces and

the bureaucrats have to find a method to

accelerate the process with transparency

and efficiency. defence PsUs also need to

modernise and get more competitive in

order to avoid delay and waste. also there

is an urgent need to place public-private

partnership on an even keel along with

increasing foreign direct investment (FdI).

The department of Industrial Policy and

Promotion had circulated a discussion

paper suggesting raising the cap in the

defence manufacturing sector to 74 per

cent or more from the existing 26 per cent,

however there has been no outcome.  

Global Arms environment
The stockholm International Peace

research Institute (sIPrI) report 2012 on

arms transfer has just been released. The

salient aspects are:

l The Us and India maintained their posi-

tions as the world’s top exporter and

importer of arms, respectively. The

most significant order placed in 2011

and the largest arms deal for at least

two decades, was saudi arabia’s order

for 84 new and 70 rebuilt F-15sG com-

bat aircraft.

l The five biggest suppliers of major con-

ventional weapons in the period 2007-11

were the Us, russia, Germany, France and

the United Kingdom. The Us and russia

remained by far the largest exporters,

accounting for 30 per cent and 24 per cent

of all exports, respectively. The top five

suppliers accounted for 75 per cent of

exports of major conventional weapons in

the period 2007-11, compared with 78 per

cent for the same five suppliers in the

period 2002-06.

l The volume of the Usa’s arms exports

increased by 24 per cent between 2002-

06 and 2007-11. asia and Oceania was

the largest recipient region of the Us

weapons (accounting for 45 per cent of

exports). 

l The volume of russia’s arms exports

increased by 12 per cent between 2002-06

and 2007-11. asia and Oceania was the

largest recipient region of russian

weapons (accounting for 63 per cent of

exports). India received 33 per cent of

russian arms exports, while russia pro-

vided 80 per cent of India’s arms imports. 

l The volume of France’s arms exports

increased by 12 per cent between 2002–

06 and 2007–11. however, France fell

from being the third largest exporter to

fourth place. asia and Oceania was the

largest recipient region of French arms

exports (accounting for 51 per cent of

exports). during 2011, France received

two setbacks for the first exports of the

rafale combat aircraft when the United

arab emirates invited bids from other

suppliers and switzerland opted for the

Jas-39 from sweden. however, in Janu-

ary 2012, India announced rafale as its

choice for its medium multi-role combat

aircraft programme. 

l The five largest importers of major con-

ventional weapons in the period 2007-

11 were all in asia and Oceania—India,

south Korea, Pakistan, China and singa-

pore. Together, the top five recipients

accounted for 30 per cent of imports of

major conventional weapons in 2007-11

compared with 39 per cent in 2002-

2006, when the top five recipients were

China, India, the Uae, Greece and south

Korea. India, the largest recipient,

accounted for 10 per cent of global

arms imports. China, which was the

largest recipient in 2002-06, fell to the

fourth place in 2007-11. 

India’s imports of major weapons

increased by 38 per cent between 2002-06

and 2007-11. Pakistan was the third largest,

accounting for five per cent of imports. Pak-

istan took delivery of a significant quantity

of combat aircraft during this period—50

JF-17s from China and 30 F-16s. From

trends in international arms transfers. Pak-

istan has taken and will continue to take

delivery of large quantities of tanks. 

Defence Modernisation
although the sIPrI report makes India one

of the largest arms importers but that

does not give the full picture as all major

weapon systems like artillery guns, tanks,

all types of missiles, helicopters, fighter

aircraft, surface ships, submarines, etc,

are imported. India has not yet established

a military industrial empire to match 

its regional aspirations. Thus in spite of

large doses of import, defence modernisa-

tion has still a lot to catch up with, espe-

cially China’s reported defence budget of

$100 billion. 

Defence Allocation Up By 17.6 Per Cent;

Less Than Two Per Cent of GDP
In the Indian budget for 2012-13, `1,93,407 crore (about $39 billion) has been set aside for the defence services which

include `9,579 crore for capital expenditure. as always the statement states that any further requirement will be met.

Revenue Account (in `crore)
2010-11 2011-12 2011-12 2012-13

Actual Estimate Budget Estimate Revised Estimate Budget Estimate

96,393.09 99,387.85 1,09,039.80 1,13,828.66

Army 

64,967.98 65,947.17 73,174.89 78,114.36

Navy 

10,144.70 10,789.06 12,346.93 12,548.02

Air Force 

15,178.63 16,520.87 16,756.76 17,705.81

Ordnance Factories

870.29                     470.88 1,340.21 –535.09

Research and Development

5,231.49 5,659.87                      5,421.01 5,995.56

The revenue budget has increased marginally from last year’s revised estimates probably

due to the increase in pay and allowances. 

Capital Account

62,055.98 69,198.81 66,143.81 79,578.63

In spite of large doses of

import, defence modernisa-

tion has still a lot to catch up

with, especially china’s

reported defence budget 

of $100 billion 

India has not yet established

a military industrial empire to

match its regional aspirations 
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M
Odern BLUe WaTer navIes

have the ability to project a

sustainable threat in three

dimensions; namely sub-sur-

face, surface and airborne; at

large distances across seas, far away from

their home ports. This in turn implies inte-

gral capabilities of blue water navies to

trounce threats from underwater, surface

and air; to their constituent units, while car-

rying out their assigned tasks. In the

author’s opinion, the concept of ‘limited

area ocean dominance in three dimensions’

is likely to change to ‘limited area oceanic-

space dominance’ in the next decade as the

navies grapple with satellite-based surveil-

lance and weapon systems of the enemy

and acquire wherewithal to counter threats

to their operations from space as well.

There are three major classes of

weapons currently in the armoury of a

naval ship to tackle threats from underwa-

ter, surface and the air, which include the

naval gun in dual role, the heavy weight tor-

pedo and the cruise missile.

the Naval Gun
The naval gun made its appearance some-

time in the 16th century on board ‘Galleys’

which enabled them to fight enemy ships

and also carry out attacks against shore-

based fortresses. advances in chemistry

and metallurgy by the middle of the 19th

century led not only to heavier and larger

calibre naval guns but also to solid shots

being replaced by explosive filled shells.

The increase in the calibre of the naval gun

however was somewhat countered by the

advent of the quick firing gun, the ships

started carrying both a light QF gun (~6

inches calibre) as well as a heavy medium

calibre main gun (~12 inches calibre). In the

20th century, the improvements in the rate

of fire of big guns made the navies to

switch over to ‘all big-gun’ battleships. The

rise in calibre of guns (to as much as 18.1

inches in case of Japanese yamamoto!) was

however halted post World War II with the

arrival of the aircraft carrier and the sur-

face-to-surface missile. With the emphasis

shifting to the missile, the naval gun lost its

place as the main armament of the battle-

ship. Modern warships usually carry a three

to five inch calibre gun capable of anti-sur-

face, shore bombardment and anti-air mis-

sions and/or a rapid firing small calibre gun

for anti-missile and anti-air defence. 

Current developments in the naval gun

are based on two approaches, first, the gun

would only have a secondary role to play as

compared to the missiles and the carrier

based aircraft. It would be useful in shore

bombardment and for use against smaller

ships. second, the naval gun would still have

a general purpose potential as an anti-air-

craft, anti-missile and anti-fast missile boat

weapon. The former has led to the american

5” Mark 45 and the British 4.5”Mk.8 (20-25

rpm at ~25 tonnes), and the later to the

development of the widely used Italian Oto

Melara 76.2mm (120 rpm, 7.5 tonnes in

super rapid version) amongst others.

The 127mm Oto Melara, offered by the

Italians; with a firing rate of 45 rpm and

total weight of 22 tonnes and the ability to

fire the ammunition of american 5” Mark

45; is an attempt to combine both

approaches. Further, the vulcano rounds

high-explosive fin-stabilised discarding

sabot (heFsds) are a family of long-range

rounds for the Oto Melara 127mm gun.

These include, global positioning system/

inertial measurement unit guided ammuni-

tion capable of engaging land-based surface

targets at a range beyond 100 km and

unguided 70 km range ammunition with an

infrared seeker, terminally guided version,

for the engagement of surface naval targets.

The russians have developed three fast fir-

ing automatic guns, aK-176M: L/59 calibre,

120 rpm, aK-100: L/59, 60 rpm, and aK-

130: L/54, 84 rpm calibres. The favourite

appears to be the 100mm a190 (e) variant

which is claimed to offer three times the

accuracy of aK-100 with 80 rpm, apart

from the unguided shells; it is also available

with rocket-assisted, and guided and long-

range shells.

trend
The naval gun has moved towards a general

purpose role with the current develop-

ments leading to medium calibre, lighter

weight, swifter rate of fire and more potent

longer-range ammunition. as technology

advances, the gun mount weight will get

further reduced and the rate of fire

enhanced. The general purpose naval gun

will continue to be in use for anti-surface,

anti-aircraft, anti-missile and naval gun fire

support roles albeit with much smarter

munitions. The above developments indi-

cate that the naval gun is apparently not

going to be discarded in favour of the mis-

siles in near future, at least not until the

missiles become cost beneficial as com-

pared to the naval gun. 

torpedoes
The spar Torpedo was perhaps the first tor-

pedo designed to attack a target. It com-

prised of a long spar (~ 30 ft) with an

explosive fitted at the end. This torpedo

would be positioned underwater in the for-

ward section of a warship and detonated

when it came in contact with the target

ship. The explosive would usually rip open

the hull below the waterline. The Uss

housatonic is understood to have been

sunk by Confederate submarine h.L. hunley

using a spar torpedo. The word torpedo

had been associated with various types of

hidden explosive devices in the past like

land mines, sea mines and booby traps, etc,

till the self-propelled torpedo appeared on

the scene and claimed the word exclusively.

The self-propelling torpedo is perhaps the

most feared of underwater weapons against

ships and submarines, since its invention in

the 1870s.The heavy weight torpedo (hWT)

is the weapon of choice for the submarines

not only against enemy ships but also

against moving/static bottomed enemy

submarines. hWTs are also carried by ships

for attacking submarines.

The torpedoes are an embodiment of a

synergetic mix of engineering disciplines

ranging from mechanics, hydraulics, elec-

tronics, acoustics, explosive chemistry, etc

to sophisticated software and computing.

Their development has therefore involved

differences in propulsion designs from

steam engines to electrical motors to ther-

mal engines and rocket motors. The control

and guidance systems have also evolved

from simplistic mechanical/hydraulic to

sophisticated electronic and onboard com-

puter based systems. The guidance has 

further diversified into self-guided and wire-

guided varieties. The simple straight runners

have given way to active passive homers and

wake homers to counter moving targets. The

warheads have moved from minol based to

TnT/rdX/al and now on to insensitive

explosives with a life of over 40 years. The

warheads over the years have been fitted

with simple contact exploders to acoustic

influence and magnetic influence proximity

fuses. The diameter of the torpedoes has

ranged from 324mm to 483mm to 650mm,

and before settling for internationally

acceptable 533mm. Interestingly, with the

exocet MM40 BlocK 2 firing; 
Black Shark Heavyweight torpedo (right top);

Supersonic BrahMos missile (right)

Trends & Developments in 

Naval Weaponry
There are three major classes of weapons currently in the armoury of a naval ship to tackle threats from underwater,

surface and the air, which include the naval gun in dual role, the heavy weight torpedo and the cruise missile 

PhotograPhS: MBDa Systems, Finmeccanica, PIB
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Torpedo Country Propulsion Guidance Homing Proximity Speed/

Fuze Range

MK 48 adCaP Usa Otto Fuel Wire acoustic Magnetic 55 kts/38 km

Black shark Italy electrical Wire acoustic Multi-freq 50 kts/50 km

acoustic

dM2a4 Germany electrical Wire acoustic Magnetic 50 kts/50 km

53-65 K russia Kerosene- – Wake homing – 45 kts/19 km

Oxygen 

Turbine



advent of microelectronics, space has never

been a constraint for the torpedo and elec-

tronic/software updates always get com-

fortably accommodated in the torpedo.

a major technical feature that sets apart

a torpedo from a missile is the fact that a

practice torpedo is recoverable for reuse.

This enables excellent weapon capability

assessment, crew training as well as analy-

sis of vital firing geometry, and it makes

torpedo practice firings far more cost-effec-

tive and lucrative as compared to missiles.

Few of the noteworthy heavy weight tor-

pedoes are the american Mk 48 adcap, the

Italian Black shark, the German dM2a4 and

the russian 53-65 K oxygen torpedo. a

brief comparison of their major character-

istics is given below:

trends
The torpedo has been evolving with leaps

in technology but some characteristics

towards which the designers want the hWT

to head towards are:

l Faster speeds, at least 50 per cent faster

than the target ships and submarines

(~over 60 kts/111 kmph). Quieter signa-

ture, such that a slow moving or a bot-

tomed submarine may not detect its

presence till it is impossible to outsmart it.

l Better reliability in detection, quicker in

acquisition, and firm in tracking of the

target.

l enhanced ranges of operation (>100 km).

smarter electronics; so that its counter-

countermeasures are effective in out

manoeuvring the decoys and evading

tactics.

l deadlier in attack, so that its lethality

radius in proximity detonation increases

beyond the four-ten metres existing

today.

The vagaries of the medium (underwa-

ter acoustics) leading to injection of uncer-

tainties in the fire control solutions would

ensure that the torpedo will continue to be

in the weapon outfits of ships and sub-

marines till the underwater threat exists.

cruise Missiles
The cruise missile owes its origin to the Ger-

man v1/v2 rockets and mainly to the fact

that manned aircraft missions had proved to

be very expensive during the wars (loss of

trained fighter pilots as well as expensive air-

craft). Unfortunately, the cruise missile

development until the 1970s resulted only in

unreliable and inaccurate outcomes which

were not acceptable to the armed forces.

Cruise missiles overcame their inherent tech-

nical difficulties and owe their tremendous

success and popularity to some of the tech-

nological advances in the fields of:

l Propulsion, namely small turbofan jet

engines resulted in smaller and lighter

airframes.

l Miniaturisation of electronic compo-

nents led to much smaller on-board

computers resulting in much better

guidance and control abilities.

l high density fuels and much better

explosives and smaller warheads.

Cruise missiles have become weapons

of choice at sea because of their ability to

fly close to the sea surface at very high

speeds (subsonic/supersonic), formidable

wave point programming and lethal explo-

sive capabilities. These make the missiles

very difficult to detect and counter at sea.

some of the naval cruise missiles worth

mentioning are the BrahMos, the Toma-

hawk, the Club and the exocet family (see

table for comparison).

trends
It appears that the trend towards hypersonic

scramjet cruise missiles will continue to

gather momentum and such missiles could

be in the naval inventories by 2020. Coupled

with hypersonic missiles would be real time

target data updating and guidance by

extremely fast computers and satellite-based

systems. The kinetic energy of hypersonic

cruise missiles would be a lethality multi-

plier against targets at sea and therefore

such a missile would be a formidable

weapon without a credible countermeasure

as on date. The costs continue to increase

with new developments. however, mainte-

nance requirements appear to be reducing

with canisterised missiles. The proliferation

of precision-guided missiles would continue

to increase with the spread of globalisation.

looking beyond 2020
Two critical factors which would have wide

ranging impact are nanotechnology and

network-centric warfare (nCW).

Nanotechnology: almost all disciplines

of engineering have been impacted by the

advances in nanotechnology. specifically,

usage of high energy nanomaterials in bat-

teries, propellants, fuels, triggering devices

and warheads, will make the weapons faster

and give it longer range and much more

lethality. Incorporation of nanotechnology in

computing, communications, sensor tech-

nology, signal processing, etc would see

advent of much smarter weapons than

today. The physical size would also see a sig-

nificant downward trend leading to lesser

production costs. This coupled with very

high precision would reduce the costs of

engagement per target. 

NCW: One of the major limiting prob-

lems faced today by naval forces is to accu-

rately detect, acquire, track and attack

(daTa) enemy targets under all weather

conditions. Further due to the presence of

human interfaces at various stages of the

daTa cycle introduces, time based inaccu-

racies/inefficiencies as real time informa-

tion is not available with the operators.

nCW has the capability to drastically cut

down inefficiencies in the daTa cycle as

nCW structured weapons would provide for

sharing of real time target information

between weapons as well as between units

engaging them. This would permit course

correction of guided weapons even after

their release and up to final impact.  

The author is the former Director General

Naval Armament Inspection
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India's Littoral Force Since 1998
Super Dvora Class of FACs

CAPABILITIES: High-speed maneuvering • Full day/night & all weather mission capability • Precision missile 
systems& stabilized cannon • Maximized human engineering • Full interoperability with other air & naval assets

MISSIONS: Homeland security • Interdiction of naval targets • “Brown Water” combat •  Humanitarian Relief 
Operations • Search & Rescue

Super Dvora Class of FACs from IAI-RAMTA.
In operational service around the world.

Israel Aerospace Industries       E-mail: mktg@iai.co.il         www.ramta-iai.com

SEE US AT
DEFEXPO  2012
Israel Pavilion

Missile Tomahawk BrahMos Club Exocet

Country Usa India-russia russia France

Weight 1,200 kg 2,500-3,000 kg 1,300-2,300 kg 670 kg

Warhead 450 kg 300 kg 400 kg 165 kg

range 450 km 290 km 300 km 180 km

speed 880 kmph 3,675 kmph 735-3,675 kmph 1,134 kmph

Guidance GPs,TerCOM, Inertial, active Inertial, active Inertial, active 

dsMaC radar radar radar
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HovercrAFt

n LT GENERAL (RETD) NARESH CHAND

T
he IndIan navy has issued a

request for information (rFI) for

air cushion vessels (aCvs) for

independent patrolling and sur-

veillance of remote areas   . The 

primary mission of aCvs will include inde-

pendent patrolling and surveillance mission

of remotely located islands; search and res-

cue missions; and limited capability for

humanitarian aid and disaster relief missions.

How AcV Works
aCv ejects high-pressure air downwards,

which provides an air cushion on which it

travels over surfaces without touching it.

The air cushion provides almost a friction

free highway on a variety of surfaces like

water, desert and plain areas. aCv use a

skirt system, where the air from the lift fans

is routed to a narrow slot around the edge

of the hull and bounded by a skirt. The high

pressure air is contained in a skirt which is

placed around the vehicle. distribution of

this air from the fans to the periphery is

through a large-volume plenum chamber or

an annular jet system so as to enable even

distribution of airflow, independent of the

length of the direct path. a plenum cham-

ber is a pressurised housing, containing air

at a pressure higher than the surroundings.

In a plenum chamber vehicle, the rate of

leakage of this air from underneath the

vehicle is reduced by placing a skirt around

the lower edge of the craft. In an annular

(circular) jet vehicle, the rate of leakage is

reduced by directing the air downwards

and inwards from the outer edges of the

vehicle. some of them have a specially

designed wing that will lift them just off the

surface over which they travel when they

have reached a sufficient horizontal speed.

aCv is also known as a ground-effect

machine (GeM) or a hovercraft. an aCv

moves on a cushion of air, and manoeuvres

over water and most terrains, from asphalt

to quicksand. The air cushion also reduces

or eliminates damage to ground surfaces.

Thus an aCv is the ideal transport when

environmental damage is of concern. It can

also travel on tricky surfaces such as thin

ice, swamps and marshes. 

early Years
emmanuel swedenborg, a swedish designer

and philosopher, designed the first aCv in

1716. The project did not fructify as it was

much ahead of its time. In the mid-1870s, the

British engineer sir John Thornycroft built a

number of model craft to test the effect of

air-cushion. however, he was also ahead of

its time as no technology existed then to

translate the design into a working machine.

however, a few Us and european engineers

continued work on the problems of design-

ing a practical craft. In the 1950s, British

inventor Christopher Cockerell started test-

ing the concept of aCv and in 1955 he

obtained a patent for a vehicle that was “nei-

ther an airplane, nor a boat, nor a wheeled

land craft.”he also demonstrated the concept

to the defence forces but was unable to

inspire them. however, he perseveres and

crossed the english Channel in 1959 in a sin-

gle person hovercraft. In 1962, a British aCv

became the first to go into active service on

a 31-km ferry run. The maximum size of

aCvs can be over 100 tonnes with speed of

160 kmph. small aCvs called flarecraft are

extremely popular and can carry up to eight

persons at 240 kmph. 

System
To put it simply, place an aCv which has a

hull, fans which provide the air, propellers

for movement on the surface and a skirt to

contain the air. The design of the skirt is

very important and there are generally two

basic types.

Skirts, Propellers, Propulsion 
and Directional control

Rigid Sidewall ACV: The rigid sidewall aCv

has fans powered by lift engines that create

an air cushion under the vehicle which lifts

it and also creates a sort of highway for the

aCv to travel. The rigid side walls which sur-

round the air chamber, brush the surface

they are moving on or are immersed in it, to

reduce the leakage of air. The air can also be

used for propulsion but often separate

means are used. The rigid sidewalls partly

sail through the water and practically con-

vert the vehicle into a catamaran. The hull of

virtually all conventional ships and boats

has a mono-hull configuration which is more

stable but adds to the drag. On the other

hand catamaran is a type of multi-hulled

boat or ship consisting of two hulls, joined

by a structure which reduces the drag. The

wide beam and the catamaran hull are

extremely stable even in high seas. The air

cushion is then sealed by flexible rubberised

skirts at the bow and stern. such an arrange-

ment allows the aCvs to operate at high

speeds in shallow and deep waters, making

it highly suitable for patrolling. The forward

end of each sidewall is streamlined in shape

to reduce its drag through the water. as the

inner surface of each sidewall has to prevent

escape of air from the cushion with the help

of the front cushion seal, thus the inner 

surface is straight and the outer surface 

is streamlined.

Flexible or partially flexible skirt:

having a flexible or partially flexible skirt

helps to contain the ‘lifting air’ which leaks

out under the skirt and can be controlled

to some extent for balance and steering.

normally, the propulsion is provided by

propellers and the steering is provided by

the rudders. 

Propulsion: air propellers, water pro-

pellers or water jets usually provide for-

ward propulsion. There can be one or more

propulsion units depending on the size of

the aCv. The propulsion units can be

located close to the longitudinal axis of the

vehicle, on the sides, or in the front and

the rear. When the propulsion units are

located symmetrically at both sides of the

longitudinal axis, steering can also be car-

ried out by varying the output power of

one or several of the propulsion units. nor-

mally the aCv moves about nine to twelve

inches above the surface but no more than

a few feet. 

For bigger aCvs, lift is not a problem

due to the large size of the surface area but

it becomes critical for smaller aCvs due to

the limited size of the surface area. This can

be overcome by having more power but will

require a larger vehicle and more powerful

air source. aCvs, and especially the smaller

ones, will move smoothly over water as

long as the air flow is maintained but a

reduction in it will result in the plough in

of the aCv. another problem area is stabil-

isation and directional control, as there is

no contact with the surface while moving.

The very concept of reducing the friction by

having a gap between the hull and surface

becomes a problem as the aCv will be

affected by small disturbances. Thus in

order to achieve a stable movement, com-

plete control over the pressure distribution

and direction of exit of the air flow from the

air cushion is required. 

Directional Control: For providing

directional control, aerodynamic control

surfaces were used to provide control over

yaw, but were inefficient at low speeds and

wide turning movements. To overcome this

flaw, control surfaces are placed in the slip-

stream of the propeller where their effec-

tiveness is considerably improved.

normally when there is a single propeller, a

single rudder is required. If there are more

propellers, then individual rudders can be

fitted behind each propeller. The location

of the propulsion units and speed can

affect the directional control or steering of

the aCv. The sensitivity to directional con-

trol is usually poor at low speed when the

propulsion units are located close to the

longitudinal axis of the vehicle, but is better

in high speed. The ideal location of the

propulsion units for good steering response

at low speed is to be placed symmetrically

on both sides of the longitudinal axis in the

front as well as in the rear of the vehicle.

Four propulsion units i.e. one on either side

will be the ideal solution but will increase

cost and impinge on space.

employment 
Cockerell built several models of his hover-

craft design in the early 1950s and demon-

strated them to many government officials

and ministers. The design was subse-

quently put on the secret list. he tried to

inspire the military to fund his project for

possible military employment but did not

succeed. he later aptly stated, “The navy

said it was a plane not a boat; the air Force

said it was a boat not a plane; and the army

were simply not interested.”

commercial uses
The British aircraft manufacturer saunders-

roe developed the first practical man-car-

Bid for Air Cushion Vehicles
aCv can patrol coastal regions to prevent incursions from drug and people traffickers. They are also likely to provide a

far more stable platform compared to boats. Fifty years from now, with seawaters rising as a result of global warming,

the commuter hovercraft would be more practical than the car, for getting to work.

A landing craft air cushion 
departs the amphibious assault 

ship uSS Makin Island

PhotograPh: US Navy

Small AcVs are easier to

transport as compared to the

larger ones and are thus ideal

for employment as homeland

security patrols to counter

acts of terrorism and cross

border incursions



rying hovercraft, the sr.n1, which carried

out several test programmes from 1959 to

1961, including a cross-channel test run in

July 1959. The sr.n1 was displayed at the

Farnborough airshow in 1960, where it car-

ried 12 Marines with their equipment as

well as the pilot and co-pilot. The first pas-

senger, carrying hovercraft to enter service,

was the vickers va-3. during the 1960s,

saunders-roe developed several larger

designs which could carry more passen-

gers, including the sr.n2, and later the

sr.n6 .There were many sizes carrying 38

to 130 passengers. Over 20 million passen-

gers have used the service as of 2004. The

world’s first car-carrying hovercraft was

made in 1968, the BhC Mountbatten class

(sr.n4) models which had a capacity of 254

passengers and 30 cars, and a top speed of

83 knots (154 km/h). The channel crossing

took around 30 minutes. Later on, other

models joined with enlarged capacities.

however, this service ceased in 2000 after

32 years, due to competition, the opening

of the Channel Tunnel, etc. The commercial

success of hovercraft suffered from rapid

rises in fuel prices during the late 1960s

and 1970s. alternative over-water vehicles

such as catamarans use less fuel and can

perform most of the hovercraft’s marine

tasks. hovercrafts are now more affordable

and make ownership of smaller versions

possible. Fifty years from now, with seawa-

ters rising as a result of global warming, the

commuter hovercraft would be more prac-

tical than the car, for getting to work. 

civilian non-commercial
They have been primarily used for rescue,

postal and logistic support in remote areas.

In Finland, small hovercraft is widely used

in maritime rescue and in UK, hovercraft

are used to rescue people from thick mud

in Bridgwater Bay. Many fire departments

around the Us/Canadian Great Lakes oper-

ate hovercraft for water and ice rescues,

often of ice fisherman stranded when ice

breaks off from shore. In 1998, the Us

Postal service began using the British built

hoverwork aP1-88 to haul mail, freight, and

passengers to remote villages in alaska. In

2006, Kvichak Marine Industries of seattle

Usa built, under licence, a cargo/passenger

version of the hoverwork BhT130. desig-

nated ‘suna-X’, it is used as a high speed

ferry for up to 47 passengers and 47,500

pounds of freight serving the remote

alaskan villages. small aCvs are easier to

transport as compared to the larger ones

and are thus ideal for employment as

homeland security patrols to counter acts

of terrorism and cross border incursions

such as the 26/11 terrorist acts in Mumbai.

smaller patrol hovercraft deployed over a

larger area can be more effective than one

or two larger patrol craft. aCv can patrol

coastal regions to prevent incursions from

drug and people traffickers. They are also

less likely to set off mines and provide a far

more stable platform compared to boats. 

Military

UK: First application of the hovercraft in

military use was with the sr.n1 through

sr.n6 craft built by saunders-roe in the Isle

of Wight in the UK and used by the UK joint

forces. Currently, the royal Marines use the

Griffon 2000 TdX Class aCv as an opera-

tional craft. The 2000 was deployed by the

UK in Iraq.

US: In the Us, during the 1960s, Bell

licensed and sold the saunders-roe sr.n5

as the Bell sK-5. They were deployed on

trial to the vietnam War by the Us navy and

called the patrol aCv ( PaCv) in the Mekong

delta where their mobility and speed was

unique. The Us army also tried out PaCv in

vietnam. The vietcong feared the PaCv and

called the monster. They saw action prima-

rily in the Plain of reeds. experience from

PaCv led to the development of Bell sK-10

which was the basis for the landing craft air

cushion (LCaC) now deployed by the Us

and Japanese navy.

Russian Federation: The erstwhile

soviet Union was the world’s largest devel-

oper of military hovercraft. Their designs

range from the small Czilim class aCv,

comparable to the sr.n6, to the monstrous

Zubr class LCaC, the world’s largest hov-

ercraft. The soviet Union was also one of

the first nations to use a hovercraft, the

Bora, as a guided missile corvette, though

this craft possessed rigid, non-inflatable

sides. With the fall of the soviet Union,

most soviet military hovercraft fell into

disuse and disrepair. however, recently,

russia has started building new classes of

military hovercraft.

Finland: The Finnish navy had designed

an experimental missile attack Tuuli class

hovercraft in the late 1990s. The prototype

of the class, Tuuli, was commissioned in

2000. It proved an extremely successful

design for a littoral fast attack craft, but due

to fiscal reasons and doctrinal change in the

navy, the hovercraft was soon withdrawn.

Greece: The hellenic navy operates four

russian-designed Zubr class LCaC. This is

the world’s largest military air-cushioned

landing craft.

China: The People’s army and navy of

China operate the Jingsah II class LCaC.

This troop and equipment carrying hover-

craft is roughly the Chinese equivalent of

the Us navy LCaC.  
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A landing craft air cushion
assigned to Assault craft unit

Air cushion vehice

PhotograPhS: US Navy, ICg

H
ydroid, Inc., a subsidiary of Kongsberg Maritime and the

leading manufacturer of autonomous underwater vehicles

(aUvs), has unveiled its new aUv, the remus 100-s. The

100-s is an evolution of the highly successful, man portable

remus 100 system configured specifically for hydrographic and

offshore surveys.

“hydroid is pleased to launch the next generation in aUv tech-

nology,” said Christopher von alt, President and co-founder of

hydroid. “The remus 100-s showcases many brand new features

developed at hydroid or our partner companies and demon-

strates the modular versatility of remus aUvs in adapting to dif-

ferent specialties.”

The remus 100-s features the Kongsberg inertial navigation

system, which includes a honeywell inertial measurement unit

(IMU), the navP navigation processing suite, and a payload proces-

sor, which is used to initialise and control all sensors. The 100-s

also features a brand new vx works operating system, updated

version 7.0 of vIP software, a field-replaceable antenna, a preci-

sion GPs sensor and 1 GBit ethernet, allowing users to download

data at high speeds.

The remus 100-s is compatible with industry standard post-

processing software packages including Konsberg’s reflection

and navLab. reflection is available to process data from the

vehicle’s core module, side scan sonar and Geoswath interfero-

metric sonar. navLab is used with navP to post-process naviga-

tion data to deliver higher accuracy position data. To

differentiate the 100-s from the standard remus 100, the entire

body of the aUv is painted yellow. 

t e c K N o W

Remus 100-S
hydroid launches new aUv configured specifically for hydrographic and offshore surveys

PhotograPh: km.kongsberg.com
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NAvAL Art I LLery

Short-ranged Anti-air 

and Anti-missile Defence
as guns and gunnery developed, ships started to carry a smaller number of heavy, long-ranged guns rather than dozens

of cannon. Today many destroyers and frigates carry a single gun of three inches to five inches in calibre, which is capa-

ble of a mixture of fire-support, anti-surface and anti-air fire missions.

n LT GENERAL (RETD) NARESH CHAND

T
he MInIsTry OF deFenCe

intends to procure naval gun,

five-inch or above for Indian

navy. It should be suitable for

fitment onboard Indian navy

ships of 6,000 tonnes displacement and

optimised for long-range surface engage-

ment of vessels and shore bombardment

(request for information (rFI) issued by the

Ministry of defence (Mod)).

Guns mounted on ships have been tra-

ditionally used to engage other ships or tar-

gets on land. With the advent of airpower,

guns were also employed in the anti-aircraft

(aa) role. such guns can be termed as naval

guns or naval artillery. as guns and gun-

nery developed, ships started to carry a

smaller number of heavy, long-ranged guns

rather than dozens of cannon. after World

War II, the guided missile began to replace

the naval gun as the principal surface-to-

surface weapon and post 1945; no new

ships were deployed using heavy guns;

though a small number of battleships and

cruisers continued in service. Today, many

destroyers and frigates carry a single gun

of three inches to five inches in calibre,

which is capable of a mixture of fire-sup-

port, anti-surface and anti-air fire missions;

but it is not regarded as the principal

weapon system. Currently, one of the major

roles of naval guns is to provide short-

ranged anti-air and anti-missile defence,

one example of which is the popular 20mm

Phalanx CIWs system. 

4.5-inch Mark 8 British naval gun
The 4.5-inch Mark 8 naval gun system 

currently equips the royal navy’s frigates

and some ships sold to other countries. The

4.5-inch gun has been the standard

medium-gun calibre of the royal navy for

use against surface, aircraft and shore tar-

gets since 1938. The current 55-calibre

Mark 8 gun replaced the World War II era

45-calibre QF 4.5-inch Mk I-v naval guns.

Like all British 4.5-inch naval guns, it actu-

ally has a calibre of 4.45 inches (113mm).

The gun was designed in the 1960s with a

longer 55-calibre barrel for the new classes

of frigates and destroyers. The gun, built by

vickers, was developed from the ordnance,

QF 105mm L13 of the abbot self-propelled

gun and focused on providing a lighter, sin-

gle barrel mounting and ammunition of a

one-piece design. It has a combination of

electrical and hydraulic components, is

semi-automatic, has a rate of fire of about

25 rounds per minute, and a range of 12nm

(22 km; 27.5 km with the newer high explo-

sive extended range round). The gun

entered service in 1971 with the Iranian

frigate Zaal in 1971 and the royal navy in

1973 on the new destroyer Bristol. The first

major modification to the mounting, the

MOd 1, was developed in the late 1990s;

replacing the gun house with a reduced

radar cross-section assembly and replacing

the hydraulic loading mechanism with an

all electric system. It is still in service with

some of the royal navy’s frigates and

destroyers. It was used in Iraq in 2003 and

recently in Libya.

155mm Variant
Bae systems had proposed to “up gun” the

4.5-inch to accept the 155mm (6.1-inch) gun

barrel and breech from the as-90 self pro-

pelled gun. holding of a common gun calibre

with the army and navy would make ammu-

nition logistics simpler and encourage joint

army-navy development of extended range

and precision-guided shells. The first study

phase involved fitting as90 self-propelled

howitzer ordnance onto the existing 4.5-inch

Mk8 Mod 1 gun mounting structure. 

Advanced Gun System
The advanced gun system (aGs) is a naval

gun system under development by Bae sys-

tems armaments systems (formerly United

defense) for the Zumwalt class destroyer of

the Us navy. Originally designed for mount-

ing as a vertical gun, this 155mm calibre

gun has since been slated for mounting

with a more conventional turret arrange-

ment. as a vertical gun system, it would

only have been capable of firing guided

munitions; the turret mounting will allow

the use of unguided munitions as well. The

aGs is designed to offer a weapon system

capable of delivering precision munitions at

a high rate of fire and at over-the-horizon

ranges. The aGs uses the same 155mm cal-

ibre as most Us field artillery forces,

although it is unable to fire the same

ammunition and a new range of ammuni-

tion has been developed for it, called long-

range land attack projectile (LrLaP). The

LrLaP is claimed to be highly accurate, with

a circular error of  probability  of 50 m

(160  ft) or less, guidance system of

GPs/Ins, a maximum range of 100 nautical

miles, length of gun barrel of 62 calibres

and a average rate of fire of ten rounds per

minute. The aGs is to be mounted in a tur-

ret specifically designed for the Zumwalt

class destroyer with fully automated

ammunition supply and operation. a pri-

mary advantage of the aGs over the exist-

ing Mark 45 5” gun which equips most

major surface combatants of the Us navy is

its increased capability for supporting

ground forces and striking land targets.

With a 10 round per minute capacity, it

offers the ability to deliver firepower close

to that of a battery of six 155mm howitzers.

The aGs is currently planned only for inclu-

sion on the Zumwalt class destroyers.   

oto Melara 127/64 lightweight (lW)
Naval Gun  
Oto Melara’s 127/64 LW naval gun mount

is a rapid fire gun system suitable for instal-

lation on large and medium size ships for

providing surface fire and naval gunfire

support in the main role and surface-to-air

as secondary role. The compactness of the

gun feeding system makes possible the

installation on narrow section crafts. The

gun can fire all standard five-inch ammuni-

tion including the new vulcano long-range

guided ammunition. Modular automatic

feeding magazines allow the firing of up to

four different and immediately selectable

types of ammunition. digital and analogue

interfaces are available for any combat

management system, also according to

Corba protocol. The 127/64 LW naval gun

mounts include a vulcano module, which

acts as:

l Programmer for ammunition’s fuse and

guidance system.

l Mission planning and execution for

naval fire support action in a standalone

mode or integrated with the ship’s net-

work-centric system.

Vulcano Ammunition Family

127mm: The concept for the future vul-

cano ammunition family being developed

by Oto Melara is based on sub-calibre with

the guided version having aerodynamic

controls, inertial/GPs navigation with a

long-range and high degree of accuracy.

Terminal guidance is also being provided in

certain configurations. Two types of ammu-

nition i.e. guided and unguided are being

developed both in the extended-range and

long-range category. The calibre selected is

127mm for the naval version. Projected

ranges for the unguided version is up to 70

km, while the range of the guided version

is expected to be of up to 100 km when

fired by the 127/54C gun and of 120 km

when fired by the new 127/64 light weight

(LW) gun. These ranges are achieved by duel

means of providing a very high muzzle

velocity and keeping the aerodynamic 

coefficient low. The programmable multi-

functional fuze is based on microwave tech-

nology and has many features like bursting

on impact, delayed impact, timed and self-

destruction. Only 127mm has proximity

feature. Pre-fragmented warhead adds to its

lethality and the stabilising tail adds to its

accuracy. The guided long-range ammuni-

tion has sensor as a fuse, Ir (only for

127mm), sabot, stabilising tail, canard sec-

tion and is roll-stabilised. The warhead is

pre-fragmented. It is compatible with any

Oto Melara 127mm naval system. vulcano

module is required for the programming of

vulcano ammunition to include guidance

unit and fuse. 

Vulcano 76: The 21st century naval

warfare is changing in a big way with fleet

engagements between carrier or battleship

groups giving way to focusing on littoral

warfare and supporting the land war. The

Us is providing fire support with cruise

missiles, which is a very costly option and

all navies may not be able to afford it.

Thus Oto Melara’s option of providing

long-range ammunition in unguided and

guided configuration comes at the right

time. Based on the experience of vulcano

127mm, a new family of guided ammuni-

tion named ‘vulcano 76’ is being devel-

oped which is a guided ammunition for

providing naval gun support and anti-sur-

face warfare and complements driven

ammunition reduced time (darT) guided

ammunition designed for air defence role.

The gun-mount configured to vulcano

capability has been designated as ‘76/62-

v naval systems’. In ballistic extended

range (Ber) ammunition configuration, it

can provide naval fire support, anti-ship

and air defence firing capability. Other 

features are:

l In fire support role, the range goes up

to 30 km while CeP remains the same

as that of the standard ammunition.

The other features are fin stabilisation,

pre- fragmented warhead and rF

microwave fuse.

l Guided-long-range autonomous global

positioning system (GPs) guided ammu-

nition can provide long-range naval fire

support up to a range of 40 km with a

CeP less than a decametric.

l Guided long-range autonomous GPs

guided ammunition with infrared (Ir)

sensor for terminal guidance can provide

anti-surface warfare role up to a range of

40 km with a CeP less than metric.  

Both the long-range versions have sta-

bilising tail; canard guidance section, which

is roll stabilised; GPs antenna; fuse or Ir

sensor; inertial measurement unit; GPs

guidance unit; control actuation system;

sabot and pre fragmented warhead. 

PhotograPh: oto Melara
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Length overall, m 35,6

Extreme beam, m 6,6

Displacement, t 127,0

Top speed (with interceptors 
deployed), kts

up to 50

Length overall, m 19,2

Extreme beam, m 4,4

Displacement fully loaded, t 27,7

Draught fully loaded, m 1,13

Top speed at a normal dis-
placement, kts

53

Displacement normal, t ab.300

Length overall, m 46,8

Extreme beam,m 8,7

Max.speed,  knt 33

Navigation security 7 points

Navigation without course 
limiting with maximum 
available revolutions  of 

main engines  ,                                  

4 points

Cruising range with full fuel 
stock, miles 

1200

Crew, pers. 20
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coNFereNce rePort

n REAR ADMIRAL (RETD) SUSHIL RAMSAY

T
he annUaL MarITIMe POWer

Conference 2012 was held on

February 27-28, 2012. While wel-

coming all to the seventh edition

of the annual Maritime Confer-

ence, admiral (retd) sureesh Mehta, Chair-

man, national Maritime Foundation (nMF),

reiterated its wide charter, encompassing

all ‘affairs maritime’, but principally to

remove the malaise of sea-blindness and

recalled the prophecy of alfred Thayler

Mahan, way back in the 19th century, “Who-

ever controls the Indian Ocean dominates

asia. This ocean is the key to the seven

seas. In the 21st century, the destiny of the

world will be decided on its waters.” he

reminded that this famous prophesy also

comes with its fair share of challenges and

it is for this reason that the theme for the

current session was centred on the Indian

Ocean, to analyse the challenges faced by

the nation states in this area. 

The Indian Ocean is home to 33 nations,

which have a great stake in its revenue gen-

erating ability. It has been central to the

well-being of these states for centuries, and

that importance has only increased in the

more recent times. India is the only country

to have an ocean named after it and the

Indian mariners set sail eastwards from the

Bay of Bengal in what may have been our

first “Look east Policy” as early as the 1st

century ad, and set up trading establish-

ments in south east asia.  

he went on to flag three important

aspects which were central to the delibera-

tions during the conference. Firstly, the

importance of energy security and its eco-

nomic linkages will rule paramount in the

strategic thought process of the nations. In

the years ahead; China, Japan and India will

import more oil and gas than most other

industrialised nations, and much of this will

have to come from the Gulf region, to be

transported across some of the world’s

most important sea lanes.  

secondly, the association of south east

asian nations (asean) countries are an

important entity, not only for their eco-

nomic strength, but equally because they sit

astride the busy Malacca strait. In this

entire oceanic space, trans-regional geo-

strategy, as also geopolitics, are being

shaped by the ongoing major change in the

overall asia-Pacific power structure caused

by the near simultaneous rise of India,

China, Japan and the asean. 

Lastly, is the growing significance of the

littoral. United nations has recognised the

oceans as the ‘common heritage of

mankind’, and freedom of navigation on the

high seas as a fundamental principle of

maritime law. The geo-strategic significance

of sea power emerges from the fact that 70

per cent of the earth’s surface is covered by

the sea and over two-thirds of the world’s

population lives within 100 miles of it. he

reminded that all of the recent major 

conflicts—from Kosovo to Iraq to

afghanistan—the major interventions have

not been over land but from the littoral.

he pointed out that India is the world’s

fourth largest economy in terms of purchas-

ing power parity. Many recent studies have

described India as one of the four ‘power

centres’ in the world. India’s geographic loca-

tion, particularly in the maritime context,

puts her at centre stage in today’s geo-strate-

gic and geo-economic scenarios, dominated

as they are by the needs of energy security

and terrorism concerns. hence, what India

does, or does not, would significantly influ-

ence the geo-strategic situation of the region.

In this context, concepts like Indian Ocean

rim association for regional Cooperation

(IOr arC) and Indian Ocean naval sympo-

sium (IOns) have much to contribute. When

IOns shakes hands with West Pacific naval

symposium (WPns), across the Malacca

straits, it should result in further bolstering

of the ‘Indo-Pacific’, which is as wide an

extension of the strategic space as the

nations of the region may want it to be.

Inaugural Address
While inaugurating the conference, defence

Minister a.K. antony called for global

efforts to uproot the threat of piracy. he

said that India has already submitted cer-

tain proposals at the United nations. “If

ever there was a need for consensual and

cooperative effort, it is in relation to piracy

and India has put forward certain proposals

before the United nations.”

he pointed out that the Indian navy has

made significant contribution to the global

anti-piracy efforts in the Indian Ocean

region (IOr) since 2008. “What is significant

is that more than 85 per cent of the ships

escorted by the Indian navy are of foreign

flag.” antony said that the challenge of

piracy is yet to be effectively quarantined.

“There is a consensus that while the pirates

can be neutralised at sea; the real solution

lies in addressing the root causes, which are

complex and are actually located on land.”

The defence Minister also voiced con-

cern at the military presence of world’s

major powers in the IOr despite the waters

being far from their shores. “Unlike the

atlantic and Pacific, few of the major powers

are geographically contiguous to its waters

and yet they have maintained a certain mili-

tary presence and abiding politico-diplo-

matic interest in these waters. In the IOr, the

net outcome is a constant turbulence of

intense diplomatic activity and substantial

military investments by the major power.”

The maritime space on earth comprises

the three navigable oceans—the Pacific, the

atlantic and the Indian Ocean. as the global

economic pendulum swings eastwards and

asia is on the move, the strategic impor-

tance of the extended IOr has been increas-

ing in the recent decades. Major powers of

the world, who had maintained their focus

over the atlantic-Pacific region during the

Cold War decades, are now seeing the rele-

vance of the Indian Ocean-Pacific or the

Indo-Pacific combine in a new light.  

apart from the strategic and military

dimensions, the IOr is identified with many

distinctive human security related features.

a large cross-section of humanity that

inhabits the IOr, or its hinterland, is grap-

pling with crushing impoverishment, the

dreaded ‘dollar a day’ syndrome. Concur-

rently, natural disasters, pernicious piracy,

food shortages, environmental degradation,

shrinking fish reserves, maritime boundary

disputes and climate-induced migration

also characterise the IOr.

Over the years, India has taken up two

security-related cooperative initiatives; the

first is the Milan series that brings together

regional navies in Port Blair and the second,

is the more recent IOns that provides a

forum for the Chiefs of the navy of the IOr

littorals to constructively engage one

another. The former is well established

since inception in 1995 and its tenth edition

held recently was a resounding success.

The latter has progressed from its inaugu-

ral edition in new delhi in 2008 to abu

dhabi in 2010 and is now headed to Cape

Town shortly. This open and inclusive

forum for discussion of regionally relevant

maritime issues seeks to enhance coopera-

tion among the IOr navies. 

The Indian navy and the Indian Coast

Guard have been contributing to the ‘com-

mon good’ and to the collective security

effort. ever since the Indian navy joined the

anti-piracy effort in the IOr, late 2008, the

total number of merchant ships escorted

has increased steadily. yet, piracy cases are

continuing at an alarming rate. If ever there

was a need for consensual and cooperative

effort, it is in relation to piracy and India

has put forward certain proposals at the

United nations.

he touched upon another issue relevant

to IOr. Climate change and the adverse

impact of rise in sea-level on the smaller

islands in the IOr is truly a matter of serious

concern. This issue needs a comprehensive

scientific study and is linked to the larger

global effort on how best to tackle green-

house gas emissions. specific to asia and the

Indian Ocean region, there may be a need to

reassess concepts like choke-points and crit-

ical sea lines of communication (sLOCs).

Global warming, climate change and the

rhythm of monsoons are linked with the

health of the entire maritime domain. This

is a subtle, complex, non-linear linkage

which merits serious attention. 

Deliberations

Session I: The Indian Ocean–A 

Complex Strategic Environment

This session was chaired by vice admiral

r.K. dhowan, vice Chief of naval staff who

very articulately presented the complexities

of the evolving strategic environment in IOr

and introduced eminent panellists to present

their perceptions/views on “Indian Ocean

Challenges — a Quest for solutions.”

veronique roger-Lacan, assistant secretary,

south asia and head of the Inter-agency

afghanistan-Pakistan Cell at the French Min-

istry of Foreign affairs, was the first speaker

to promote the “need for a security archi-

tecture on the Indian Ocean”, sharing with

the audience her vast experience in foreign

and defence policy plans and operations of

the european Union, naTO and United

nations. she presented an astute insight into

the security challenges prevailing in the

Indian Ocean. Captain Justin Jones, director

of the sea Power Centre, australia was next

to articulate on “an australian Perspective

of the Indian Ocean region and its Complex

strategic environment”. rear admiral hugh

d. Wetherald, deputy Chief of staff for Plans,

Policies and requirements, Us Pacific Fleet,

spoke exhaustively on “Maritime security

Challenges and Opportunities in the Indian

Ocean”. rounding up the deliberation of ses-

sion I was rear admiral (retd) raja Menon,

an eminent defence analyst who tenaciously

spoke on “The Centrality of the Indian Ocean

in India’s strategic Perspective.”

Session II: The Scourge of Piracy 

This session was chaired by rear admiral

(retd) a.r. radhakrishnan. The session was

kick started by Commander s.s. Parmar,

research Fellow at the Institute for defence

studies and analyses, who comprehensively

analysed “The Global Challenges of Piracy”.

heman Jangi, assistant Commissioner of

Police, Mauritius Police outlined the

“regional strategies for Combating Piracy”.

Professor Paul Wambua, an associate Profes-

sor of Maritime and Commercial Law at Uni-

Need for Consensual 
and Cooperative Effort
Inaugurating the annual Maritime Power Conference 2012, defence Minister a.K. antony called for global efforts to

uproot the threat of piracy. he said that India has already submitted certain proposals at the United nations. 

India is the only country to

have an ocean named after it

and the Indian mariners set

sail eastwards from the Bay

of Bengal in what may have

been our first “look east 

Policy” as early as the first

century AD, and set up 

trading establishments in

South east Asia
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Defence Minister A.K. Antony at the inaugural of
the Annual Maritime Power conference 2012



versity of nairobi school of Law and a visit-

ing lecturer at the national University of

rawanda and Kabarak University school of

Law where he is currently serving as the

dean articulated the “Cooperative Frame-

work and Capacity Building” on sea piracy

and maritime security in IOr. dr vijay

sakhuja, director research, Indian Council

of World affairs, new delhi, quite vocifer-

ously put forth his views on “human secu-

rity and the scourge of Piracy” as a whole

with particular relevance in IOr context.

Session III: Non-Traditional Challenges 

in the IOR

This session was chaired by Commodore C.

Uday Bhaskar, an eminent security analyst,

former director nMF and Idsa, which

began with an interesting presentation by

Commander G.s. Khurana on “asymmetric

Maritime Threats”. Lt Colonel Ibrahim

hilmy, Principal director, International

defence Cooperation, Ministry of defence

and national security, Maldives, brought

out “environmental Challenges in the IOr”

with specific relevance to Maldives and sim-

ilarly placed Island nations. Commander

abhijit singh thereafter addressed the top-

ical subject “Climate Change in the IOr and

Maritime security”.

Session IV: Humanitarian Assistance and

Disaster Relief (HADR): This session was

presided over by vice admiral M.P. Murlid-

haran, director General, Indian Coast Guard

with Commander KoKoKyaw, Myanmar

navy, being the first speaker to focus on

“disaster relief in the IOr”. Commodore

a.s.M. abdul Baten, naval administrative

authority, dhaka, was the next panellist to

articulate his views on “Maritime response

Operations”. The last speaker of the session

was Captain sunil Balakrishnan, director of

naval Operations at naval headquarters to

present “Lessons Learnt From Last 10 years

of hadr.”

Session V: A Quest for 

Cooperative Solutions 

This session was moderated by vice 

admiral (retd) Pradeep Kaushiva, director

nMF, which included presentation by

Major Jean attala, deputy Operations Offi-

cer, seychelles Coast Guard on “dispute

resolution–Towards an IOr Model”. rear

admiral Lakshman Illangakoon, Com-

mander southern naval area, sri Lanka

navy advanced fascinating perspective on

“Mechanism for Cooperation and Confi-

dence Building”. The last presentation of

the conference was by Commodore (retd)

sujeet samaddar on “synergising efforts

for regional stability” during which he

advanced some forward looking perspec-

tive and thought processes.

ValedictoryAddress

addressing the concluding session, M.M.

Pallam raju, Minister of state for defence,

complimented the nMF and participants of

the conference for having covered a wide

spectrum of challenging issues relating to

the IOr. he pointed out that these issues

were complex and could not be resolved or

managed by a single nation. he expressed

hope that the contours of possible cooper-

ative solutions, however tentative, were

emerging after due deliberation amongst

the experts and professionals drawn from

some of the stakeholder nations. 

he observed that IOr has shown com-

mendable determination in contributing

towards the rise and relevance of asia.

however, economic progress and social

development need conducive environment

for growth, particularly in terms of regional

stability and security. The region’s eco-

nomic prosperity is, thus, inherently cou-

pled with the ability of the regional nations

to nurture free, open and secure sea lines

of communication (sLOC) at all times in a

consensual manner.

an all-encompassing security policy for

the IOr would also need to address politico-

military and socio-economic challenges.

Lack of growth in any part of the region

could lead to a disgruntled populace on rad-

ical paths, a sure recipe for disaster. The pol-

icy would also have to take into account the

imperatives of energy flow, national influ-

ences, power projection and climate change.

and demographic changes due to large-scale

migration from affected areas, coupled with

an increase in population could lead to fur-

ther complications. Consequently, the envis-

aged security policy would need to provide

counters for an increase in drug trafficking,

gun running, illegal fishing, marine popula-

tion and human trafficking with a corre-

sponding deterioration of political and

economic stability.

he surmised that the following could be

the backbone on which the conference’s

assessments could be pegged:

l The IOr is a distinctive geo-strategic

entity with its unique disparities and

commonalities, contradictions and con-

sonances, and extremes of everything.

even common threats often have differ-

ing origins and invariably require differ-

ent solutions.

l Conventional wisdom lines up stake-

holders on the basis of the relative size

of their stake. however, a more realistic

picture would emerge if the line up were

to be on the basis of dependence upon

the stake for sheer survival. This would

perhaps explain better the trajectory of

the nations’ behavioural pattern actu-

ally witnessed.

l Through a complex mix of races, lan-

guages, customs and civilisational his-

tory shared over the millennia; the IOr

littoral has evolved its own sensitivities.

even as this heterogeneous region

develops and trains minds for the 21st

century, its hearts beat to the rhythm 

of tradition. Indigenous/local/regional

mechanisms for resolving disputes and

cooperation will, therefore, be always

more effective than supplanted ones.

l Given the disparate strength of littoral

economies, asymmetry is to be expected

in the capacities brought to the table by

different nations. Further, capability

acquisition by nations, first and foremost,

aims at furthering their own perceived

national interests. Capacity building for

undertaking community tasks would,

therefore, relate more to synergising the

group as constituted, than to an individ-

ual nation’s contribution.

In conclusion, he recalled Prime Minister

Manmohan singh’s address at the 66th ses-

sion of the United nations’ General assembly

in september 2011 wherein he had conveyed

India’s resolve to meet the new threats to

international security and challenges posed

by them head on not only within the frame-

work but also in the spirit of law, with a coop-

erative rather than confrontationist approach

in an open, inclusive and transparent

regional architecture for cooperation and dis-

pute resolution. he requested the nMF to for-

ward a short report to the IOns secretariat in

time for their forthcoming meeting. 
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SP’s Naval Forces (SP’s): ShinMaywa is a very recent

entrant into the Indian Aerospace segment. can you

brief us about the company?

ShinMaywa: about 90 years ago, shinMaywa

Industries began its business operations as

the Kawanishi Machinery Company when

the Kawanishi Type 1 amphibian aircraft

was manufactured. It was a leading aircraft

manufacturer for many decades. after the

second World War, the company utilised its

expertise in the aerospace segment to make

special purpose trucks and industrial

machinery. Later, the company was

renamed shinMaywa Industries Ltd. (shin-

Maywa means new bright future) and

expanded its business to once again make

amphibian aircraft. since then, we have

expanded our product portfolio to include

passenger boarding bridges, environmental

systems, pumps, direct drive motors and

automated car parking systems.  We now

have customers in more than 100 countries

and we have overseas plants in five coun-

tries and last year we had sales of about

$1.3 billion. Our company philosophy is to

contribute to the improvement of societies

and our company prioritises the values of

safety, quality, schedule and cost in all its

operations. The company has supplied 47

seaplanes to the Japanese Maritime self

defence Force (JMsdF). Its latest product is

the Us-2 which is operated by the JMsdF.

We have offered the same Us-2 to the

Indian navy.

SP’s: the year 2012 marks the 60th anniversary of the

establishment of diplomatic ties with India. It is very

interesting to see a Japanese company participating

in the Defexpo. Is there a message for India in this

participation?

ShinMaywa: India and Japan have a historical

relationship. We truly value the relationship

with India. India was the only country that

signed a separate peace treaty with Japan

and waived off all war claims. so, we have a

long association. In fact, this is the first time

ever that shinMaywa or even a Japanese

company would be participating in the def-

expo. We are really overwhelmed with the

response that we have received and it is clear

that the Indians have a lot of interest in

Japan and our unique products. We see our

high technology product not only as a sale

to India but a step towards elevating our

relationship further through sharing such

unique technology for the good of society.

SP’s: How do you see the uS-2 furthering the mission

requirements of the Indian Navy?

ShinMaywa: We believe that this aircraft is

really the best and second to none in its cat-

egory. It’s huge capabilities can play a

major part in enhancing India’s role in the

region using cutting edge Japanese technol-

ogy for the good of the society. It can carry

out a variety of missions ranging from con-

stabulary, humanitarian relief and logistic

support missions.

SP’s: How do you see ShinMaywa growing as a busi-

ness venture in India? Will you be focusing only on

the uS-2 or on another innovative product for the

Indian market?

ShinMaywa: shinMaywa began its India opera-

tions almost 20 years ago. We already are a

major supplier of passenger boarding

bridges and wire terminating machines to

Indian customers. We have now responded

to the Indian navy’s request for information

(rFI) for amphibian aircraft. We also have

regular inquiries for our other engineering

products and environment systems. There-

fore, we are here in India for the long-term

and we will grow our business operations in

a calibrated and systematic manner which

will best contribute to the needs of the Indian

navy as well as other customers in India.

SP’s: In what way is the uS-2 different from other

amphibian aircraft?

ShinMaywa: The sTOL Technology based on

boundary layer control (BLC) which allows

ultra-low speed operations and introduc-

tion of spray suppressor technology which

enables operation in rough seas with waves

of three-metre-high which no other aircraft

has achieved. It also requires the least take-

off and landing distance whether on land or

sea, the longest range, the highest payload

and is the only aircraft in its class which is

proven, in-service and certified/ruggedised

for military specifications. Its radar system

combines both weather and surface surveil-

lance. For India, the Us-2 uses the same

class of engines that the C130J uses. I think

we have a very good product for our global

and strategic partner—India. I also see the

Us-2 as a very good vehicle to implement

the vision of our two countries to build a

solid partnership between India and Japan.

The Us-2 is the best way to begin this part-

nership since this aircraft benefits a larger

world community and would rightly fit into

India’s growing responsibilities.

SP’s:  What are your business expansion plans for the

Indian market? Where do you see ShinMaywa indus-

tries in India 10 years down the line?

ShinMaywa: Ten years is not such a long time.

Our focus is to first introduce the Us-2 in

the Indian navy. Our other products are

also of unmatched quality and use very

powerful modern technologies. We expect

that the Indian market will accept our prod-

ucts for their high quality and high technol-

ogy. Our intention is to be in India for the

long-term and we will expand our opera-

tions in a calibrated manner. 

This is the first time ever that shinMaywa or even a Japanese company would be partici-

pating in the defexpo 2012. In an interview with SP’s Naval Forces, the company elabo-

rated on products they have on offer for the Indian armed forces. 

‘Our focus is to first introduce 
the US-2 in the Indian Navy’

Minister of State for Defence

M.M. Pallam Raju 

complimented the NMF and

participants of the conference

for having covered a wide

spectrum of challenging

issues relating to the IoR

Continued from page 18



Committee on security (CCs) to float global tender to

import two submarines. Time in obtaining CCs approval is

of essence, as the ‘acceptance of necessity’ for P-75I is valid

only up to august 2012, failing which the acquisition

process would suffer another delay of two years or more.

Nuclear: If July 26, 2009, was a watershed for indigenous

design and development of nuclear submarine, end February

2012 will be heralded as the major milestone, when 6,000

tonne, Ins arihant began sea acceptance trials (saTs), after

successful culmination of ‘harbour acceptance trials’ phase.

The saTs and extensive missile trials are expected to extend

over six months, on completion of which, the first indige-

nous nuclear submarine will be commissioned. arihant, the

first in the series of three ssBns should be inducted into the

Indian navy by the end of 2012, to emerge as the most effec-

tive third leg of the nuclear triad. arihant is said to be car-

rying 12 x K-15 submarine launched ballistic missiles (sLBM)

with a range of 750 km, with both conventional and nuclear

warheads. additionally, it will be fitted for carrying conven-

tional torpedoes and anti-ship and land attack cruise mis-

siles. reportedly at a later stage, arihant and its two

successor ssBns will be fitted for under development 3,500-

km, K-4 submarine launched ballistic missiles, a sea-based

version of the agni-III with enhanced-range to provide cred-

ible second strike capability. To acquire much needed train-

ing and operating philosophy of nuclear powered

submarine, ahead of republic day 2012, Ins Chakra, leased

russian akula-II class ssn, nerpa was commissioned.

Chakra will be equipped with Klub missiles with a range of

300 km, four standard-sized torpedo tubes and will be with

Indian navy on a 10-year lease. reports suggest that Indian

navy has plans for three ssBns and six ssns to acquire cred-

ible second strike capability, in the long run.

Naval Aviation
The Indian navy has on order 12 Boeing P-8I, long-range

maritime reconnaissance, anti-submarine warfare (LrM-

rasW) aircraft. These would be delivered by 2015. In a

major boost to the Indian navy’s naval aviation moderni-

sation plan, the defence acquisition Council (daC) has

recently approved the procurement of nine medium-range

maritime reconnaissance (MrMr) planes worth $1 billion

and the limited series production of nine carrier-borne

LCa (navy), Tejas to operate from IaC. The acceptance of

necessity for nine MrMr aircraft after evaluating data pro-

vided by global vendors in response to the request for

information (rFI) was issued almost a year ago. The origi-

nal requirement was for six aircraft which has now been

increased to nine. The MrMr deal will also have an option

for additional planes, if needed by the Indian navy in

future. The request for proposals (rFPs) or tenders is

expected to be issued in second or third quarter of the

year. earlier, the rFI for MrMr aircraft was issued to Boe-

ing, Lockheed Martin, aTr, saab, airbus, Casa, embraer,

Bombardier and dassault.

The nine LCa (navy) for the 40,000 tonne IaC will be

produced by the hindustan aeronautics Limited (haL).

IaC, which is currently under construction at the Cochin

shipyard Ltd, will deploy about 30 combat aircraft in short

takeoff but arrested landing (sTOBar) configuration. The

LCa (navy) prototypes have General electric F404 engines

providing about 80 kilonewtons of power that Indian navy

feels is inadequate for a carrier-borne combat aircraft.

There are serious misgivings that the indigenous LCa

(navy) Mk.1 may never actually land on an aircraft carrier,

as reportedly, the aircraft is too underpowered for safe

carrier operations. Therefore, India’s first home-built car-

rier-borne fighter jet may actually be the LCa (navy)

Mk.2, powered by a Ge F414 turbofan, which meets the

thrust requirements prescribed by the Indian navy.

There are reports stating Indian navy’s interest in

acquiring a fixed-wing airborne early warning (aeW) plat-

form for its aircraft carriers, first the Ins vikramaditya,

then the three IaC. While northrop Grumman’s offer of e-

2 hawkeye is under consideration for nearly a decade

now, the flexibility being offered by the Bell Boeing v-22

Osprey has in recent times caught the imagination of

naval planners. With vertical takeoff and landing and

short takeoff and landing, the aircraft provides both the

flexibility in operation and enhanced endurance at sea to

conform to naval staff qualitative requirements. Fixed-

wing flight provides much greater range and speed, while

vertical launch and recovery precludes the requirement of

a catapult launcher. 

Seaplanes: Modern seaplanes can provide much

needed island support and offshore assets protection, sur-

veillance, long-range search and rescue (sar) and casualty

evacuation, long-range logistic support, long-range visit

board search and seizure (vBss) operations, humanitarian

assistance and disaster (hand) relief operations, counter

arms and drugs trafficking, human migration, poaching,

toxic cargo dumping operations, etc. Unlike conventional

helicopters and aircraft, seaplanes can land at the location

and enforce the will or the law of the country. Possibly, a

fleet of 18 seaplanes would be required to ensure ability

to launch two missions from three locations simultane-

ously to cover the entire north Indian Ocean. 

Multi-role Helicopters: Induction of 16 multi-role heli-

copters (Mrh) is at the final stages, with the approval CCs

expected during the first quarter of the ensuing financial

year. another rFP for 91 naval Mrh is awaiting approval.

The Mrh project provides a great opportunity to develop a

national alternate competency in helicopter manufacturing.

For Chetak replacement, perhaps Coast Guard require-

ments can also be merged to make a very attractive propo-

sition for foreign OeMs to establish manufacturing facilities

in India, on ‘Buy and Make’ Indian concept to create busi-

ness partnerships rather than licensed production.

Missile Systems
Surface-to-surface Missiles: newly developed BrahMos

supersonic missile system has equipped the Indian navy

with powerful anti-surface capability. BrahMos is vertically

launched with a range of 300 km and has active radar guid-

ance for the terminal stage with land attack capability. Klub

missile fitted on the modernised Kilo class submarines with

TLM capability including the land attack version BrahMos

would provide formidable capability to the Indian navy. 

Air-to-surface Missiles: The main anti-surface missile

in the Indian navy’s inventory has been the sea eagle for

the past two decades. The replacements being considered

include the air launched versions of the russian Klub sys-

tem, as also the harpoon Block-II offered by the Us. This

would modernise the anti-surface ship capability of the

Indian air Force which provides maritime strike support

to the Indian navy. The defence security Cooperation

agency (dsCa) notification also mentions that the sale

would assist the Indian navy to enhance interoperability

with the Us navy. an air-launched version of the BrahMos

is also under development for the Indian air Force and

could thus be inducted into the Indian navy as well.

Surface-to-air Missiles: Till the induction of Israeli

short-range Barak system, all of Indian navy’s surface fleet

were equipped with the russian medium-range surface-to-

air missile systems. Barak short-range saM has been

inducted as anti-missile defence (aMd) for all frontline war-

ships. The government has approved joint development of

Barak next Generation (nG), with a range of about 70 km,

between the drdO and Israel aerospace Industries to

bridge the gap in long-range aMd capability for navy. 

on track
Barring the serious setbacks in submarine build-up plan

with severe implications on its dwindling force level, the

Indian navy’s acquisition and modernisation plans are

well on track, despite some prestigious projects missing

the delivery milestones. highly technology intensive, the

Indian navy continues to steer steadily on indigenous path

for its force accretion and development, with requisite

mid-course corrections to obviate adverse impact of inor-

dinate delays, long gestation periods of naval projects, etc.

There are several policy initiatives, perpetuated by steady

economic growth, which have paved the way for induction

of high-end technologies so far denied to India, during the

Cold War and post-Pokhran sanctions era. It is a matter of

national pride that Indian navy has showed the way how

best the advanced platforms and technologies from

diverse sources could be absorbed and optimally

exploited to augment further its operational capabilities

in pursuance of its primary role.
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S
cientists at the naval research Laboratory (nrL)
have formed an interdisciplinary team to develop

a humanoid robot that could fight fires on the

next generation of combatants. a humanoid-type robot

was chosen because it was deemed best suited to oper-

ate within the confines of an environment that was

designed for human mobility and offered opportunity

for other potential warfighting applications within the

navy and Marine Corps.

The firefighting robot, called the shipboard

autonomous Firefighting robot (saFFir), is being

designed to move autonomously throughout the ship,

interact with people, and fight fires, handling many of

the dangerous firefighting tasks that are normally per-

formed by humans. The humanoid robot should be

able to manoeuvre well in the narrow passages and

ladder ways that are unique to a ship and challenging

for older, simpler robots to navigate. 

The robot is designed with enhanced multi-modal

sensor technology for advanced navigation and a sen-

sor suite that includes a camera, gas sensor, and

stereo infrared (Ir) camera to enable it to see through

smoke. Its upper body will be capable of manipulating

fire suppressors and throwing propelled extinguishing

agent technology (PeaT) grenades. It is battery pow-

ered that holds enough energy for 30 minutes of fire-

fighting. Like a sure-footed sailor, the robot will also

be capable of walking in all directions, balancing in sea

conditions and traversing obstacles.

another key element of the saFFir development is

to allow damage control personnel and the robot to

work cohesively as a team. algorithms are being

developed to allow autonomous mobility and deci-

sion-making by the robot as a team member. To

enable natural interaction with a human team leader,

the robot will have multi-modal interfaces that will

enable the robot to track the focus of attention of the

human team leader, as well as to allow the robot to

understand and respond to gestures, such as pointing

and hand signals. Where appropriate, natural lan-

guage may also be incorporated as well as other

modes of communication and supervision.

researchers from virginia Tech and University of

Pennsylvania are also working with nrL on the project.

They plan to test the firefighting robot in a realistic

firefighting environment onboard the ex-Uss shadwell

late in september 2013.

PhotograPh: Virginia tech 

F I R S t

Shipboard Firefighting
nrL scientists have designed a robot, which can move autonomously throughout 

the ship and fight fires

Continued from page 3
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lYNX HelIcoPteR lANDeD oN 
FReMM FRIGAte

First trials to certify the aviation platform

equipment of the French FreMM frigate

aquitaine with French navy “Lynx helicop-

ter” have been conducted in the atlantic off

Lorient. The aquitaine and the Lynx (an

essential asset in anti-submarine and anti-

surface warfare) were crewed by French

navy personnel, with industry staff conduct-

ing the onboard tests under the supervision

of representatives of the French defence pro-

curement agency (dGa) and governmental

authorities in charge of aviation certifica-

tion. The work included a complete day-and-

night testing of the aviation system (i.e.

helicopter approach, take-off and landing) in

particular to verify the precision of the

approach radar, the flight deck operations

and the related safety conditions. 

BlueFIN, BAttelle & coluMBIA GRouP
INVeStING IN PRoteuS uuV
Bluefin robotics, a subsidiary of Battelle, is

joining with the Columbia Group to invest in

the next generation large submersible vehi-

cle. The Columbia Group currently is devel-

oping the hull mechanical and electrical

systems for the large dual mode undersea

vehicle, capable of operation in either

manned or autonomous modes. Called Pro-

teus, it will be advanced by incorporating

Bluefin’s autonomy technology for use in

unmanned missions. Bluefin is also supply-

ing mission planning capabilities and the

power solution. Battelle is providing battery

charging and systems integration support.

developers plan to hold an at-sea demonstra-

tion in the spring. The navy has persistently

outlined the need for industry to develop

next-generation UUvs with increased mission

time, range and payload capacity. 

RoYAl NAVY’S NeXt HelIcoPteR 
coMPleteS tRIAlS 
The royal navy’s next generation helicop-

ter, Wildcat, has completed 20 days of

demanding trials aboard hMs Iron duke,

laying the groundwork for future opera-

tions. during the trial, Wildcat landed

nearly 400 times on the frigate’s flight deck

by day and night in various weather condi-

tions as the ship sailed off the coasts of

southern england and northern scotland.

From 2015, Wildcat will be the principal

helicopter used by the royal navy frigates,

including Iron duke and her Type 23 sis-

ters, and destroyers on operations around

the globe. 

PeNtAGoN coNtRAct FoR 
locKHeeD MARtIN 
Lockheed Martin Maritime systems and sen-

sors has been awarded a not-to-exceed

$45,566,659 cost-plus-fixed-fee, firm-fixed-

price contract for shipboard mine neutrali-

sation system-seaFox (sMns-sF) integration,

testing and production; operational an/

sQQ-32 airborne mine neutralisation sys-

tem-seaFox (aMns-sF) refurbishment and

overhaul; and atlas seaFox neutraliser

rounds delivery. Work is expected to be

completed by March 2013. 

BABcocK AND SeA teAM uP FoR 
BuoY PRoJect
Babcock and systems engineering and

assessment (sea) have set up a teaming

agreement to bid for the planned Technol-

ogy demonstrator Programme (TdP) for the

future vanguard replacement Programme

(vrP) submarine Communications Buoy

(sCB) system. The UK Mod is planning a pro-

gramme to develop a towed sCB system for

the future ssBn (similar to that used on the

vanguard class) to meet the future commu-

nication requirements of this new platform.

a TdP is planned as a precursor to the sys-

tem and an invitation to tender for the pro-

gramme was released in december 2011.

The towed sCBs must be capable of receiving

very low frequency radio signals at any time

and in all weather conditions and will have

to operate in a complex dynamic environ-

ment, therefore requiring expertise in a wide

News in Brief

n BY SP’S SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

NAVAl lcA ReFuSeD ceRtIFIcAtIoN

More bad news for the India’s first carrier-borne fighter

programme with the Centre for Military airworthiness and

Certification (CeMILaC) demanding that several major

modifications be made to the LCa-navy before certifica-

tion can happen for flight. The troubled programme,

already nearly two years behind on its schedule for a first

flight, is still slated for a flight soon according to the pro-

gramme team headed by Commodore (retd) C.d. Balaji,

though it has become unclear precisely when this may

happen. The first prototype, nP-1 missed its most recent

window a first flight in late January, and immediately

came in for heavy criticism from the Chief of naval staff

admiral nirmal verma, who told journalists in Port Blair

that the aeronautical development agency (ada) had

accorded priority to the air force variant of the Tejas,

ignoring the naval variant.

“There have been many promises made by the ada,

but they have failed us,” he is quoted to have said. It has

been an endless flow of bad news from the programme

from the time the first prototype was ceremonially rolled

out in July 2010. What worries scientists — and the navy

in particular — is that the modifications necessary to

make the LCa-navy an operational fighter jet — may actu-

ally be major and structural in nature. It is already known

that the aircraft suffers design deficiencies in terms of

weight, the strength of its landing gear and certain control

laws like sink rate. While european consortium eads has

been providing a technical consultancy to the programme,

it is unclear if the aircraft’s issues have been sorted out.

as reported earlier, in an irony for India's first carrier-

based fighter effort, the LCa navy Mk.1 may never actually

land on an aircraft carrier deck, since the navy has unof-

ficially pronounced it too underpowered for safe carrier

operations. Therefore, India's first home-built carrier-

borne fighter jet may actually be the LCa navy Mk.2, pow-

ered by a Ge F414 turbofan, which meets the thrust

requirements set down by the navy.

INDIAN NAVY to ReceIVe INDIGeNouS lIGHt 
toRPeDo SHYeNA
On March 3, the Indian navy has finally receive its first

advanced light torpedoes (TaL) shyena, developed indige-

nously by drdO's naval science & Technology Laboratory

(nsTL). The weapon, deployable from a helicopter or from

a triple-tube launcher on surface vessels, has been

designed as a light-weight anti-submarine system. The

TaL has taken its time in development, but will now be

part of the navy's frontline weapon arsenal.

The navy, impressed with its performance and its 95

per cent indigenous component, has ordered 25 units, but

is likely to sign up for more soon. defence Minister a.K.

antony handed over the first consignment of TaL to the

navy in hyderabad on March 3. according to its makers,

the TaL is an “electrically propelled, self-homing torpedo

which can hunt submarines with a speed of 33 knots with

endurance of six minutes in shallow and deep waters. The

torpedo weighs around 220 kgs.” The TaL is built to oper-

ate at depths of a few hundred meters and designed to

"home in on targets by passive/active homing and

explodes on impact to destroy/damage the target subma-

rine". Once deployed, the TaL is built to perform pre-pro-

grammed search patterns for available targets.

The TaL, developed under the advanced experimental

torpedo programme, underwent technical trials between

1994 and 1998 and user trials from 1998-2000. User eval-

uation tests with designed and engineered models of the

TaL took place in 2003-05, following which the navy was

convinced of the system's capabilities and ordered 25

units. The TaL is currently being manufactured by the

Bharat dynamics Ltd at its visakhapatnam unit. The more

ambitious varunastra heavyweight torpedo is still in

development and is likely to take a few more years before

being declared operational.

GoVt eXPANDS MRMR, APPRoVeS DeAl

The Indian navy's ambitious expansion in air assets moves

forward with the government providing an all clear for

navy hQ to proceed with the procurement of nine new

medium range maritime reconnaissance (MrMr) aircraft.

In October 2010, the navy called for information (for the

second time) from the global market to support the acqui-

sition of MrMr aircraft with operating range of at least

350-nm and patrol time of at least 3.5 hours.

The navy currently operates Tu-142, Il-38sd and do-

228s for varying degrees of maritime surveillance/recon-

naissance, but will be moving to the jet regime for the first

time on the role, with brand new Boeing P-8Is that begin

delivery next year, and to be based at Ins rajali,

arakkonam. The nine new MrMr aircraft to be acquired

will augment the mission spectrum profiles that will be

satisfied by the 12 P-8Is long range maritime reconnais-

sance (LrMr) jets, and are likely to be based at Ins hansa,

Goa. according to official documents, the MrMr will be

used by the navy for maritime patrol, anti-surface warfare

(two anti-ship missiles and jammer pod minimum),

eLInT/esM/eCM/COMInT and search and rescue.

The aircraft expected to vie for the deal include the

saab 2000, a ‘lite’ version of the Boeing P-8I neptune, the

dassault Falcon 900 MPa, alenia aeronautica aTr-72 MP

and the eads Casa C-295 MPa. The navy’s expanded mar-

itime security duties, both coastal and in deep water, mean

that it needs many more aircraft than earlier planned. In

fact, the navy has already defined a need for at least 12

more (in addition to 12 ordered) LrMr aircraft, though it

is not clear if it will choose to acquire more Boeing P-8Is,

or float a fresh competition. 
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range of disciplines. To achieve continuous

communications the buoy must remain at a

controlled depth below the sea surface,

while remaining covert. The sCB design

must be able to respond and control its

flight over a range of flow conditions, includ-

ing large amplitude irregular waves coming

from any direction. 

GuNStoN HAll teStS ScAN eAGle uAV 
at sea, amphibious dock-landing ship Uss

Gunston hall conducted for the first time

aboard, testing of scan eagle Uav, used in

coordination with both Gunston hall and

the 24th Marine expeditionary Unit. scan

eagle is an amphibious ready group (arG)

asset and the decision to deploy it on Gun-

ston hall was made shortly after the ship

was assigned to the Iwo Jima arG. scan

eagle has been deployed on other Lsds on

the West Coast. Installation plans only

required minor changes onboard Gunston

hall. Insitu and Boeing contractors installed

the system in concert with Gunston hall’s

own consolidated maintenance availabili-

ties, completed just before the group

departed norfolk, for the 24th MeU and Iwo

Jima arG’s final certification for deploy-

ment, certification exercise and Bold alliga-

tor 2012. scan eagle has already conducted

two successful missions and located simu-

lated surface contacts with positive visual

identification during the training exercises. 

coNStRuctIoN oF SecoND 
cARRIeR BeGINS 

Production on hMs Prince of Wales, the

second Queen elizabeth class aircraft car-

rier, has started at Bae systems in

Portsmouth naval Base, the future home of

the Queen elizabeth class. Work on the for-

ward section of the hull, known as Lower

Block 02, commenced as Commander-in-

Chief Fleet admiral George Zambellas cut

the first steel in a ceremony at the com-

pany’s production facility. The huge sec-

tion, which will weigh around 6,000 tonnes

upon completion, will house the ship’s

machinery spaces, stores and switch-

boards, as well as some of the accommo-

dation, including 85 cabins. Construction

of the forward island, which will control

vessel navigation and house the ship’s

bridge, is also under way at Portsmouth,

while work continues on Lower Block 02

and the stern section (known as Lower

Block 05) of hMs Queen elizabeth. 

Integration and testing of the ship’s

complex mission system is currently

under way at the company’s Maritime Inte-

gration and support Centre on Portsdown

hill. each 65,000 tonne  is with a four-acre

military operating base which can be

deployed worldwide. 

MAIN electRIc MotoR INStAlleD 
navantia has started the process for the

installation of the main electric motor on

board the s-81 “Isaac Peral” submarine, the

first of the series of four that it is building

for the spanish navy. This electric motor

has been developed by Cantarey, a sub-

sidiary of the spanish multinational

Gamesa. It is a state-of-the-art design, that

has a very reduced size, 20 per cent less

weight than that of the scorpene subma-

rine, extremely low acoustic signature, dou-

ble shock resistance and capable of

delivering the maximum power continu-

ously, which effectively means a 50 per cent

more of power in operation than any other

existing conventional submarine. 

F-35 NAVAl VARIANtS coMMeNce
WeAPoNS teStING

F-35B joint strike fighter test aircraft BF-3 has

flown with a 1,000 lb inert test GBU-32 in an

open internal weapons bay for loads testing.

significant weapons testing for the F-35B and

F-35C variants is scheduled for 2012, includ-

ing fit checks, captive carriage, pit drop and

aerial drop tests. The F-35B is the variant of

the joint strike fighter for the Us Marine

Corps, capable of short take-offs and vertical

landings for use on amphibious ships or expe-

ditionary airfields to provide air power to the

Marine air-Ground Task Force. 

PeNtAGoN coNtRAct FoR 
locKHeeD MARtIN 
Lockheed Martin has been awarded a

$148,500,000 modification to previously

awarded contract for the production and

integration of an aegis Weapon system in

support of ddG 116 and the purchase of

material assemblies to support aegis

ashore Missile defense system host nation

1. Work is expected to be completed by Jan-

uary 2017. Contract funds will not expire at

the end of the current fiscal year. 

ABu DHABI SHIP BuIlDING lAuNcHeS
FouRtH uAe coRVette
abu dhabi ship Building, the leading ship-

builder and naval support services provider

in the Gulf region and a strategic affiliate of

Mubadala, has today launched “Mezyad”, the

fourth vessel of the Baynunah Corvette Class

Program for the Uae navy and the third ves-

sel under the Baynunah fleet constructed by

abu dhabi ship Building. The Mezyad fea-

tures the highest level of outfitting prior to

launch as it is equipped with propulsion

machinery including engine and weapons

such as main gun and side guns. More than

100 kilometres of electrical cables and a

large number of piping and equipment have

also been installed to complete the outfitting

phase of the Mezyad, which has also under-

gone complete grid blasting and painting. 

uK MoD to oRDeR FouR RFA tANKeRS
The UK Mod has announced that a new gen-

eration of 37,000-tonne tankers are to be

ordered for the royal Fleet auxiliary to sup-

port future royal navy operations around

the globe. The new military afloat reach and

sustainability tankers will maintain the

royal navy’s ability to refuel at sea and will

support deployed amphibious, land and air

forces close to the shore, will be able to

operate helicopters, and are planned to

enter service from 2016, replacing existing

royal Fleet auxiliary single-hulled tankers.

at over 200 metres long, the four tankers

will be approximately the same length as 14

double-decker buses and be able to pump

enough fuel to fill two Olympic-sized swim-

ming pools in an hour. UK companies will

however benefit from £150 million (about

$238 million) of associated contracts. 

BoeING F/A-18e/F, eA-18G MultI-YeAR
PRocuReMeNt II DelIVeRIeS AHeAD oF
ScHeDule 
Boeing has announced that it has completed

delivery of 257 F/a-18e/F super hornet

strike fighters and ea-18G Growler elec-

tronic attack aircraft to the Us navy. each

aircraft was delivered ahead of schedule and

within the contract budget. The Boeing

super hornet is a multi-role aircraft, able to

perform virtually every mission in the tacti-

cal spectrum, including air superiority,

day/night strike with precision-guided

weapons, fighter escort, close air support,

suppression of enemy air defences, mar-

itime strike, reconnaissance, forward air

control and tanker missions. The Boeing ea-

18G Growler is the only air combat platform

that delivers full-spectrum airborne elec-

tronic attack capability along with the target-

ing and self-defence capabilities derived

from the navy’s frontline fighter, the F/a-

18e/F Block II super hornet. 

DSMe WINS A NeW oRDeR FoR 
SuBMARINeS FRoM INDoNeSIA 
dsMe won a new order for three sub-

marines from Indonesia. This contract is

the single biggest arms sales deal by a

Korean firm and the value of the contract is

approximately $1.1 billion with the sub-

marines scheduled to be delivered in the

first half of the year of 2018. This contract

comprises of three 1,400-tonne class diesel-

powered submarines with each one meas-

uring 61.3 million from stern to bow with

the ability to carry 40 crew members. These

submarines will be fully armed with eight

weapon tubes able to discharge all kinds of

torpedoes, mines, and guided missiles. This

latest contract puts dsMe’s 2011 secured

orders at 52 vessels, special ship, and off-

shore platforms worth $14 billion and

exceeds the sales target by 30 per cent. 

29 March–1 april 

Defexpo India 2012

Pragati Maidan new delhi, India

www.defexpoindia.in

10-11 april

Mari-tech 2012

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

http://mari-tech.org/index.php/mari-

tech-2012-ottawa

18-20 april

Sea Japan 2012

Tokyo Big sight east hall 5-6, Japan

www.seajapan.ne.jp

23-25 april

Surface Warfare Summit

sheraton norfolk Waterside hotel,

norfolk, virginia, Usa

www.surfacewarfaresummit.com

30 april-2 May

10th Annual Maritime Homeland Security

Summit 2012

sheraton norfolk Waterside hotel,

norfolk, virginia, Usa

www.maritimehssummit.com

15-17 May 

International Naval engineering conference

and exhibition (INec 2012)

sheraton Grand hotel & spa, 

edinburgh, UK

www.imarest.org/Events.aspx/IMarES

TEvents/INEC/1517May2012.aspx

21-23 May

Amphibious operations event

venue to be confirmed, Washington

dC, Usa

www.amphibiousoperationsevent.com

21-23 May 

offshore Patrol Vessels & Naval Power 

latin America

Centro de Convenções Bolsa do rio,

rio de Janeiro, Brazil

www.opvlatinamerica.com

29-31 May

uDt 2012 (undersea Defence technology)

IFa, spain

www.udt-global.com
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